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1  Overview 

Experiences gained with systems implementing the WITS-DNP3 protocol have shown that Field Devices have 

not implemented Binary Point State Persistence in a consistent way.  

WITS-DNP3 has the concept that I/O points have a value and a state. This is easily understood for analogue 

and counter points: these points have a value and a state which is either “normal” or defined by where the 

value lies within bands set by configured threshold values. When persistence is configured then a point may 

have a value which lies within one of the threshold bands but the new value may not have persisted long 

enough for the state to correspond to that threshold band. The WITS-DNP3 protocol uses standard DNP3 

objects to show the value of the point and uses the WITS Analogue Event Data Set to show the changes in 

state of the point. 

This concept of value and state is not so obvious for binary points (single-bit binary input points, double-bit 

binary input points and binary output points). 

If a binary point is currently set to 1 is this its value or its state? With no persistence configured then 1 would 

be both its value and state. If persistence is configured then the value would be 1 and the state would only be 

1 after the point has had a value of 1 for the persistence time. However, standard DNP3 objects only carry 

information which relates to the point’s value (although the DNP3 documentation refers to this as the state). 

The WITS-DNP3 Binary Event Data Set, and a WITS log file entry for a binary point, shows the current state 

and an indication that the state may have changed to be the same as the value. There is no static object that 

can be read to determine the current state of a point. 

The outcome of this is that some Field Devices have a database mapped to the Master Station that holds the 

binary point value and others a database that holds the point state. Application Note AN2005-006 states “The 

state # persistence defines the number of milliseconds the point must remain in state # before the state # action 

is performed”. The Application Notes make no reference to values and states for binary points. The fact that 

nothing is stated has led to two different implementations in WITS-DNP3 conformant Field Devices: 

1. When a binary point changes a Field Device immediately updates its database with the new value of 

the point. When any configured persistence expires, and assuming there are no further changes of the 

point, the Field Device reports the change of state of the point to the Master Station with its current 

value. This implementation method does mean that any entity, such as the Master Station or local 

Application Programs, that accesses the Field Device’s database before the persistence has expired 

sees the new value of the point – even though it may not have persisted for the configured time. 

2. Alternatively, when a binary point changes a Field Device does not update its local database until the 

configured persistence expires. This means that all entities accessing the Field Device database only 

see the new point value after the change has persisted for the configured time. 

Diagrammatically: 
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The WITS-DNP3 Application Notes should be updated to explain these two implementations. To give users 

visibility of how a particular Field Device has implemented binary point state persistence a new section should 

be added to the Device Profile. 

The different behaviour of the Field Device raises a question about the implementation of state counter and 

state runtime points. By definition these extended data points use the state of the source point. The WITS PSA 

Test Specification should include additional tests to ensure that the Field Device is correctly using the state of 

the source point and not the value of the source point. 

 

NB. In section 2 onwards, text that is shown in red represents words to be removed from the application notes 

and text in blue represents words to be inserted into the notes. 
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2 Changes to the Application Notes 

For all parts of the Application Notes being modified ensure the dates and revision numbers in the 

footers are updated. 

2.1 AN2005-002, explaining the concepts of value and state 

Make the following changes to AN2005-002 for both WITS streams (the details are shown for the 

SAv2 stream).  Note TB#46 already makes changes to this Application Note. After making the 

changes identified in TB#46: 

2.1.1 Change front page as shown: 

 
November2013February 2015 

 

2.1.2 Add to the “Change History” as shown: 

Date Revision WITS-DNP3 
Version 

Details 

November 2013 

February 2015 

1.6  Clarify the priority of connection records in 
section 2.3. Add “sampled data” to the list of 
IC topics in 2.5.2. 

Clarify the statement about the use of 
standard DNP3 event objects in section 
2.4.2. 

Add section 2.4.8 describing values and 
states. 

 

2.1.3 Add new section 2.4.8 

2.4.8 Values and states 

WITS-DNP3 has the concept that I/O points have a value and a state. This is easily understood for 

analogue and counter points: these points have a value and a state which is either “normal” or 

defined by where the value lies within bands set by configured threshold values. When persistence 

is configured then a point may have a value which lies within one of the threshold bands but the 

new value may not have persisted long enough for the state to correspond to that threshold band. 

The WITS-DNP3 protocol uses standard DNP3 objects to show the value of the point and uses the 

WITS Analogue Event Data Set to show the changes in state of the point. 

This concept of value and state is not so obvious for binary points (single-bit binary input points, 

double-bit binary input points and binary output points). 

If a binary point is currently set to 1 is this its value or its state? With no persistence configured 

then 1 would be both its value and state. If persistence is configured then the value would be 1 

and the state would only be 1 after the point has had a value of 1 for the persistence time. However, 

standard DNP3 objects only carry information which relates to the point’s value (although the 

DNP3 documentation refers to this as the state). Likewise the WITS-DNP3 Binary Event Data Set, 

and a WITS log file entry for a binary point, only shows the current value and an indication that 

the state may have changed to be the same as the value. There is no static object that can be read 

to determine the current state of a point. 
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2.2 AN2005-006, adding the note about different implementations of 

persistence 

Make the following changes to AN2005-004 for both WITS streams (the details are shown for the 

SAv2 stream). Note TB#46 already makes changes to this Application Note. After making the 

changes identified in TB#46: 

2.2.1 Change front page as shown: 

 
November2013February 2015 

 

Add to the “Change History” as shown: 

Date Revision WITS-DNP3 
Version 

Details 

November 2013 

February 2015 

1.6  Correct the heading for “Interpolation Time” 
in 2.1.2.17.  

Added note to 2.1.2.10 to reject IC requests 
for action 2 or 3 if point is assigned to DNP3 
class 0. 

Removed erroneous cross-reference from IC 
records 1003 and 1004 description of PLI. 

Corrected text in “End of Period Action” from 
state counter to state runtime. 

Clarify the use of a sample time of 0 to 
disable sampling in section 2.1.2.18 

Added note about persistence to the end of 
section 2.1.2.7 

 

2.2.2 Additional note at the end of section 2.1.2.7 

Add the note to the end of this section as shown: 

 Two different implementations of persistence may be seen in WITS-DNP3 conformant Field Devices: 

o When a binary point changes a Field Device immediately updates its database with the new value of 

the point. When any configured persistence expires, and assuming there are no further changes of the 

point, the Field Device reports the change of state of the point to the Master Station with its current 

value. This implementation method does mean that any entity, such as the Master Station or local 

Application Programs, that accesses the Field Device’s database before the persistence has expired sees 

the new value of the point – even though it may not have persisted for the configured time. 

o Alternatively, when a binary point changes a Field Device does not update its local database until the 

configured persistence expires. This means that all entities accessing the Field Device database only see 

the new point value after the change has persisted for the configured time. 

Diagrammatically: 
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2.3 Changes to the Device Profile 

2.3.1 Device Profile Section 1.6 

Create the new entry, as shown: 

 

1.6.6   Implementation of persistence: 

When a Field Device supports persistence, two 

methods are identified for Field Devices implementing 

binary point state persistence: 

1. The FD database is updated to show the new 

point value as soon as the point changes 

2. The FD database is updated to show the new 

point value only after the change has 

persisted for any configured persistence time 

Note: The current database value is used when the 

Field Device creates log entries, creates dataset events 

or builds standard DNP3 object responses. 

 Not applicable 

 

 Fixed, implemented as method 1 

 Fixed, implemented as method 2 
 

 Configurable for either method 

 

Update the XML suite to implement the new Device Profile entry (see final section). 
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3 Changes to the PSA Test Specification 

Make the following changes to all versions of the specification. The details below are pertinent to 

version 1.3 

 

3.1 Change to revision history 

Update the history as shown: 

 
Date Version WITS-DNP3 

Version 

Details 

May 2013 1.3 1.3 Updated with tests for high speed sampled data support 

(TB#42.6). 

Removed references to DNP3 Secure Authentication version 5. 

Added details from TB#45.5 (section 2.6.1) 

Feb 2015 1.4 1.3 Added tests 2.7.9.7, 2.7.9.8, 2.7.10.7 and 2.7.10.8 

 

3.2 Change to section 2.7.9 

Add the new tests as shown: 

 
Test Test procedure Expected result MS 

result 
FD 

result 

2.7.9.7 From the Master Station, 
download and activate an 
incremental configuration file to 
configure the source point with 2 
minute persistence. 

 

Perform this for each of the 
supported point types. 

 

On the Field Device: 

 Change the input signal 
to generate state 
changes on the point 
being tested (i.e. allow 
the change to persist for 
greater than 2 minutes) 

 

From the Master Station: 

 If unsolicited event 
reporting is not enabled 
for the virtual point, poll 
the Field Device. 

A data set event is generated for 
the virtual point, containing the 
expected state count. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Analogue input:   

Analogue output:   

Binary input:   

Double-bit binary input:   

Binary output:   
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Test Test procedure Expected result MS 
result 

FD 
result 

2.7.9.8 On the Field Device: 

 Change the input signal 
to generate fleeting 
changes on the point 
being tested (i.e. do not 
allow the change to 
persist for greater than 2 
minutes) 

 

From the Master Station: 

 If unsolicited event 
reporting is not enabled 
for the virtual point, poll 
the Field Device. 

No change is seen for the state 
counter value. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Analogue input:   

Analogue output:   

Binary input:   

Double-bit binary input:   

Binary output:   

 

 

3.3 Change to section 2.7.10 

Add the new tests as shown: 

 
Test Test procedure Expected result MS 

result 
FD 

result 

2.7.10.7 From the Master Station, 
download and activate an 
incremental configuration file to 
configure the source point with 2 
minute persistence. 

 

Perform this for each of the 
supported point types. 

 

On the Field Device: 

 Change the input signal 
to generate state 
changes on the point 
being tested (i.e. allow 
the change to persist for 
greater than 2 minutes) 

 

From the Master Station: 

 If unsolicited event 
reporting is not enabled 
for the virtual point, poll 
the Field Device. 

A data set event is generated for 
the virtual point, containing the 
expected state runtime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Analogue input:   

Analogue output:   

Binary input:   

Double-bit binary input:   

Binary output:   
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Test Test procedure Expected result MS 
result 

FD 
result 

2.7.10.8 On the Field Device: 

 Change the input signal 
to generate fleeting 
changes on the point 
being tested (i.e. do not 
allow the change to 
persist for greater than 2 
minutes) 

 

From the Master Station: 

 If unsolicited event 
reporting is not enabled 
for the virtual point, poll 
the Field Device. 

No change is seen for the state 
runtime value. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Analogue input:   

Analogue output:   

Binary input:   

Double-bit binary input:   

Binary output:   
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4 Changes to WITS XML suites 

4.1 Changes to versions 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 

Make the following changes to all three versions. The details below are pertinent to version 1.3 

4.1.1 Version number management 

For compatibility reasons the XML version number cannot be changed, so we can only change the 

comment in the schema file itself: 

  <xs:annotation> 

      <xs:documentation>Date Issued: 30/11/1312/02/15 Version: 1.3</xs:documentation> 

  </xs:annotation> 

4.1.2 Add to the schema for binary point state persistence methods 

Add to the end of “binaryPointsType” as shown: 

      </xs:element> 

      <xs:element minOccurs=”0”  name="binaryPointsPersistenceMethod" type="binaryPointsPersistenceMethodType" /> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

 

Insert the definition of “binaryPointsPersistenceMethodType” at the position in the schema file just 

before the group “intRange” is defined: 

  <xs:complexType name="binaryPointsPersistenceMethodType"> 

    <xs:choice> 

      <xs:element minOccurs=”0” name="notApplicable" type="noneType" /> 

      <xs:element minOccurs=”0” name="fixedImmediate" type="noneType" /> 

      <xs:element minOccurs=”0” name="fixedDelayed" type="noneType" /> 

      <xs:element minOccurs=”0” name="configurableEitherMethod" type="noneType" /> 

    </xs:choice> 

  </xs:complexType> 

 

4.1.3 Add to the xml device profile for binary point state persistence methods 

Add to the end of the binaryPoints type as shown: 

    <persistenceResolution>10</persistenceResolution> 

    <binaryPointsPersistenceMethod> 

       <fixedImmediate/> 

    </binaryPointsPersistenceMethod> 

  </binaryPoints> 

 

 

4.1.4 Add to the xslt stylesheet for binary point state persistence methods 

Add to the end of the binary point’s part of the stylesheet as shown: 

    <xsl:if test="deviceProfile/binaryPoints/binaryPointsPersistenceMethod"> 

<tr> 
            <td valign="top">1.6.6 Implementation of persistence:<br/> 

              <i><br/> 

                When a Field Device supports persistence, two methods are identified for Field Devices implementing binary 

 point state persistence:<br/><br/> 

                <table border="0" align="center" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 

                  <tr> 

                    <td width="8%" valign="top"> 

                    </td> 

                    <td width="92%" valign="top"> 

                      1. The FD database is updated to show the new point value as soon as the point changes 

                      <br/><br/> 

                      2. The FD database is updated to show the new point value only after the point change  

                         has persisted for any configured persistence time 
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                    </td> 

                  </tr> 

                </table> 

              </i> 

           </td> 

             

            <td valign="top"> 

              <xsl:choose> 

                <xsl:when test="deviceProfile/binaryPoints/binaryPointsPersistenceMethod/notApplicable"> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="notApplicable" checked="checked"/>Not applicable 

                </xsl:when> 

                <xsl:otherwise> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name=" notApplicable" /> Not applicable 

                </xsl:otherwise> 

              </xsl:choose> 

              <br/><br/> 

 

              <xsl:choose> 

                <xsl:when test="deviceProfile/binaryPoints/binaryPointsPersistenceMethod/fixedImmediate"> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportImmediate" checked="checked"/>Fixed, implemented as method 1 

                </xsl:when> 

                <xsl:otherwise> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportImmediate" />Fixed, implemented as method 1 

                </xsl:otherwise> 

              </xsl:choose> 

              <br/> 

 

              <xsl:choose> 

                <xsl:when test="deviceProfile/binaryPoints/binaryPointsPersistenceMethod/fixedDelayed"> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportDelayed" checked="checked"/>Fixed, implemented as method 2 

                </xsl:when> 

                <xsl:otherwise> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportDelayed" />Fixed, implemented as method 2 

                </xsl:otherwise> 

              </xsl:choose> 

              <br/><br/> 

 

              <xsl:choose> 

                <xsl:when test="deviceProfile/binaryPoints/binaryPointsPersistenceMethod/configurableEitherMethod"> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportEitherMethod" checked="checked"/>Configurable for either method 

                </xsl:when> 

                <xsl:otherwise> 

                  <input type="checkbox" name="supportEitherMethod" />Configurable for either method 

                </xsl:otherwise> 

              </xsl:choose> 

 

            </td> 

          </tr> 

        </xsl:if> 

       </table> 
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